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Public Enquiry Guidance & Thesis  

Information Regarding T682/18 & T9040/13 on 

Public Enquiries  

Public investigations examine past actions and events while examining 
topics of considerable public importance. To ensure its survival for future 
researchers and policymakers, it is vital that information collected or used 
during an investigation be managed. A public enquiry will find it difficult 
to operate effectively, defend its conclusions, or leave a permanent record 
without proper information management from the beginning. Since public 
enquiries are carried out on behalf of the Crown, any records produced or 
provided to them are public records as that term is defined in the Public 
Records Act of 1958. The chairman of a public enquiry, as well as others in 
charge of keeping public documents, has a responsibility to create plans 
for choosing the records that should be preserved permanently.  
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Thesis 

While inciting ratepayers and entrepreneurs through dishonest behaviour 
regarding fraud and pending homicides in debts burdened and divested 
within the community, state, and church nationally, as well as for a 
political agenda affiliation to antiestablishment ideology is gravely 
offensive and wrong. Ignoring the fact that although I had formally 
complained about how my assured tenancy agreement with the social 
housing in my hometown was being jeopardised by ill-omen examples of 
impersonations to misrepresent me and my housing compliance officer, 
information to prosecutors that needed to proceed in court under the 
victim strategy and witness act code of practices for the civil court liability 
of fraud of court in preventing indemnity of fraud with aggravated fraud 
was ignored for the negative results of rejections in me being unlawfully 
evicted and too many irrelevant and disproportionate interferences in 
counter-notices that unjustifiably reasoned presumptuous criticisms in 
misguided beliefs ignorance of denial. 

 

“Long Term Exposure To Stereotypes And Effects Of Thematic 

Analysis Regarding Local Authority Corruptions Plus 

Conspiracies In Bath, Somerset. This Public Enquiry Investigates 

Issues Of Serious Public Concern, Scrutinising Past Decisions 

And Events.” 

 

As of the 25 May 2022 I stated publicly in a public Facebook post via 

the Royal Air Force social media business page that as  unfair refusals 

and lack of mutual aid in transnational conglomerate franchises owned 

by Europe and British corporate bailouts owned by European 

businesses to the sums of half the company, before the likes of the exit, 

ETC., in  guidance and regulations that continue with ACTS for the 

UNION MEMBERS rights that cannot be discharged, disciplined, 

threatened, or coercively questioned by an employ, retaliation that 
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cannot and should not be engaged against Europeans in #BREXIT and 

#COVID-19…  

 

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=377071697788652&id=10

0064574746328 

 

19 August 2021  

 

I was publicly wondering why I have not provided useful material 
evidence to the police federation via electronic correspondence and how I 
should have used my time to be supported in a criminal prosecution, as 
well as the information to prosecutors that needed to proceed in court 
under the victim strategy and witness act code of practice for the civil 
court liability of fraud of court in preventing indemnity of fraud with 
aggravated fraud that resulted in me being unlawful evicted although I 
had been formally complaining about why my assured tenancy agreement 
with the social housing in my hometown was being jeopardised by ill 
omen examples of impersonations to misrepresent me and my housing 
compliance officer, who is a missing person when the systems 
administration of justice relies on sufficient grounds to allow prosecutors 
to stop the process for no more interferences causing abuse of process in 
assistances that are also of a contempt of court will be pending a seven-
year official declaration of death deadline? 

 

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=318611513379648&id=11
0306504210151 

 

24 May 2021 

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=377071697788652&id=100064574746328
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=377071697788652&id=100064574746328
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=318611513379648&id=110306504210151
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=318611513379648&id=110306504210151
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I publicly claimed that I’ve been without a home for four years, and 
unfairly stuck in the misguided insufficient conditions of my 
circumstances yet I'm not a suspect in T682/18. Not even detained for 
T682/18 and processed for bail in a statement as a witness either. 
Regarding T682/18, I am a complainant and a  witness who was subject to 
a fraudulent County court order and an unlawful eviction via an 
aggravated fraud alias. I'm hoping that the governments law enforcement 
organisations around the world (INTERPOL & FBI) continue to look into 
my reports about the local authorities' relationships and communication 
regarding issues related to the disorganised and unreliable difficulties of 
what I have had to go through so far. By using data breaches and fraud to 
defame me in misinformation and misrepresentation while their denial 
dissociates from protecting the information data properly. — at Julian 
House Hostel for Homeless People 

 

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=259924979248302&id=11
0306504210151 

11 March 2021 

 

THE 2 POLICE CONSTABLES WHO INVESTIGATED MY ALLEGATIONS OF 
ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR, SEX OFFENDING (MITIGATING FACTORS), 
ASSAULT AND OR HOMICIDE ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN ANOTHER PDF 
NEWSLETTER AS MATERIAL EVIDENCE.  

 

The search for the missing police officer is still ongoing with PSD in 
Portishhead, Bristol.  

 

A COLLEAGUE WAS TOLD TO WAIT FOR BACKUP BUT DROVE AWAY ON 
HIS OWN.  

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=259924979248302&id=110306504210151
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=259924979248302&id=110306504210151
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— alongside Frank Banes 

 

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=205554294685371&id=11
0306504210151 

 

The Facebook post above contains a Google Drive link share to a pdf I 
created inset concerning Log 752.  

 

11 March 2021  

 

DECEMBER 2016 INJUNCTION VIA CURO AFTER THE COURT ORDERED 
THE FRAUD (IMPOSTOR) CHANGE THEIR REPOSSESSION CASE AGAINST 
ME FOR THE TH4 FORMALITY OF FRAUD OF COURT. This PDF newsletter 
serves as important proof that the fraudster (impostor) dropped the 
injunction months before the repossession hearing. However, on the day 
of the hearing, district judge Goddard was no longer present, and the 
paperwork for the injunction continued despite all of his absences thanks 
to persistent court fraud that led to my illegal eviction.  

 

— at St. Michael's Church in Bath with Frank Banes. 

 

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=205552974685503&id=11
0306504210151 

 

The Facebook post above contains a Google Drive link share to a pdf I 
created inset concerning Injunction Newsletter.  

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=205554294685371&id=110306504210151
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=205554294685371&id=110306504210151
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=205552974685503&id=110306504210151
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=205552974685503&id=110306504210151
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30 June 2022 

 

I have had it up to here with their mens reas actus reus. 

 

I was only renting from the Bath and North East Somerset Council social 
housing as of 2013 to 2017 via an assured tenancy agreement.  

 

That doesn’t give the corrupt the right to retaliate against my formal right 
to complain in reprisals assistances and encouragement to illegally evict 
me via aggravated fraud and its inchoate offences fraud of court.  

 

I have not been arrested. In fact I have not been arrested for over 10 years 
and never sentenced to HMP at her majesty’s pleasure.  

 

An impostor impersonating my missing and or abducted housing 
compliance officer with no official capacity to represent Curo of Bath City 
Council can’t inform everyone that I am guilty of committing this offence 
and or the offence of the missing and or abducted and impersonated 
executive director of finance plus the ill fated disappearance of District 
Judge Goddard from Bath High Court, as well as the police officer of Log 
752, and or PCSO Paul Spreadbury. Also all the missing peoples of August 
6th 2020 here in Bath City, and any other individuals. The Bath City 
Council may not accuse me of being dishonest in malicious 
communications of these facts and may not insinuate any other falsehoods 
to defame me. They may not be presumptuous of what is actually 
irrelevant and disproportionate to unjustifiably reason a fallacy of 
misguided beliefs ignorances. They may not desecrate my family to 
unjustifiably reason fallacious relevance of their own offences in regards 
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to probate and inheritance fraud. They may not commit taxes fraud and 
any other rates based fraud for a misrepresentation of the contract.  

 

They may not be unreasonable about their statutory obligations 
requirements and standards because they want to sulk about not getting 
away with fraud.  

 

They may not commit insurance fraud nor in default of its penalties and 
sanctions.  

 

They may not incite entrepreneurs via dishonest behaviour regarding 
their own frauds debts in a burdened and divested community, state and 
church for their political affiliation to antiestablishment ideology.  

 

They may not assist murdering police officers and soldiers with the likes 
of priority criminal enemies of the state that are of their workplace 
relationship and communication as well as the ones they house in CTO’s. 
They can’t do this for a democide coup that proliferates diseases nor in 
combatant violences against their Chiefs and Brigadiers.  

 

They may not threaten politicians that aware of their fraud nor threaten 
councillors and the mayor because they are aware of their fraud.  

 

They may not threaten the local district borough council cabinet that have 
complained about the local authority debts and defaults to their fraud.  

 

They may not retaliate in fraud against the BREXIT GDPR rights of 
concerted workplace activities to sabotage any individuals and 
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organisations plus security services here and abroad, while crimes of 
fraud are in progress.  

 

Nobody from the local authority helps themselves to the rules to do their 
job properly and they mistreated me abusively in an abuse of process to 
accuse me of being mad and wrong when I wasn’t and I am not.  

 

I am not mad and wrong. And, I have not been arrested and do not need 
legal representation from a barrister for Crown court.  

 

At least the Home Office cared enough to give me a public enquiry 
reference, which is my plaintiff motion in obligatory disabuse, and the 
Home Office made the Police do their job to take a better look at the 
aggravated fraud and its inchoate offences fraud of court.  

 

So many people that work for the Government are missing people 
themselves in one way or another nowadays, and injured with COVID-19 
or worse in the likes of some other disease(s) and COVID-19.  

 

This serious problem has been non-stop for the last 5 years, and I despise 
the in-situ conditions of my homelessness so that Bath City Council can be 
irresolute misguidances that are seriously offensive.  

 

Some of those missing and or abducted staff and members of the public 
have kids, too, that are suffering unfairly because of fraud in the 
workplace.  
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The local authority, the local Police, NHS (are besieged with fraudulent 
colleagues that breach all the rules in fraud) and even other District Judges 
of Bath High Court.  

 

23 people a day become missing people in Bath and North East Somerset 
on average. That’s like half a million people every half century. 

 

They may not be so anticompetitive via fraud as harm from fraud is 
detrimental.  

 

What is strangely inferior is every frauds fears in uncaring motives!!! 

 

 

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=pfbid0adC1XsR6bo2JuNW
ue1rRuxb8DkoUCzBV3BBTHP5QQXhno8Li1LLpBmG4uaR6Cr7wl&id=110
306504210151  

 

Kembery, Frank. (2022). Police Reform & Misuse of Ignorance.pdf. 
10.13140/RG.2.2.10498.35529. Although legislation serves as the 
foundation for how and why we must implement connected resource 
principles that represent the people in values that fundamentally stop 
ignoring what has been ignored in the drawbacks of facilitating barriers, 
as boundaries in care and motivation, they become whatever I have 
previously abandoned because of uncaring motivations for disabling 
rights, while the uncaring motivations of disenabled rights have been 
abused in the freedom to resist in ignorance while rejection has indulged 
in ignorance again and whereas anew argues in ignorance, barriers are all-
important. #DOI #supplementaryresource #sincerecommunity 
#ResearchGate 

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=pfbid0adC1XsR6bo2JuNWue1rRuxb8DkoUCzBV3BBTHP5QQXhno8Li1LLpBmG4uaR6Cr7wl&id=110306504210151
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=pfbid0adC1XsR6bo2JuNWue1rRuxb8DkoUCzBV3BBTHP5QQXhno8Li1LLpBmG4uaR6Cr7wl&id=110306504210151
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=pfbid0adC1XsR6bo2JuNWue1rRuxb8DkoUCzBV3BBTHP5QQXhno8Li1LLpBmG4uaR6Cr7wl&id=110306504210151
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24 September 2022 

 

Exclusion and blame in fraud is Cheating, that is corruption. 

 

Look at how notary surety bonds are abused to be repudiated 
consequences of the initial primitive claims that are not serving the law as 
insolvency bonds, and how "disenabling" all these poor rearrangements of 
fraudulently preventing indemnity in fraud by harmful health behaviours 
in dissociation from the legal context for denial and not rectification 
applications in act and order are actually the other acts. 

 

Facebook Public Figure Page for Public Enquiry Reference T682/18 

https://www.facebook.com/SincereSocialConstructionist/ 
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